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CHAPTER: I 
Introduction: 
The pion electroproduction processes from the nuclear targets play a very 
important role in the study of hadrons in nuclear medium. The basic pro-
cesses of photo and electro pion production on constituent nucleons in nuclei 
provide the starting point of such studies. The observation of pions in final 
state provides us means to study the pion nucleon dynajaics which is very 
important in the study of strong interactions. These basic processes on nucle-
ons have been phenomenologically studied in great detail in past [1-8]. The 
electro-excitation of nucleon resonances which are observed through their 
pionic decay modes are increasingly being used to test our present under-
standing of the theory of strong interactions formulated in terms of quarks 
and gluons. Many calculations of pion photo and electroproduction have 
been done in quark model to test the various models proposed for the nucle-
on structure [9-14]. There have been many experiments to study photo and 
electroproduction of pions at various laboratories in the threshold region and 
in the energy region of delta resonance [15-28]. Some of the experimental 
results have thrown new challenges in the understanding of pion dynamics in 
hadron physics, and many calculations have been made in this field [29-54]. 
The term pion electroproduction is used for indicating the inelastic colli-
sion of an electron against a nucleon or nucleus producing one or more pions. 
The single pion production indicates the following reactions: 
e + p - > e - | - n + 7r"'' 
A 
Figure 1.1 Kinematic variables for pion electroproduction 
e + n-^e + p + n~ (1.1) 
These processes axe described by the exchange of one, two, three and any 
number of (virtual) photons between the electron and the hadron currents, 
higher the number of exchange photons, smaller is the corresponding con-
tribution because of the smallness of the electromagnetic coupling constant, 
| - = j | ^ which multiplies in the higher order diagrams. 
Thus the two photon exchange provide a few percent correction to the 
results obtained by the one photon exchange, and the terms with higher 
order contribute a little to the results. Therefore the "one photon exchange 
approximation" (o.p.e.a.) is usually considered to be sufficient. 
In electroproduction the interaction between an electron and a nucleon 
takes place via the exchanged photon, therefore, in one photon exchange 
approximation the pion electroproduction processes can be described as the 
photoproduction by virtual photons (Fig. 1.1). The various properties of the 
virtual photon like momentum, energy, mass and polarization(e) are deter-
mined by measuring the energy and scattering angle of the outgoing electron. 
This is known as electron tagging. 
ff we denote the four momentum of the incoming and outgoing electrons 
by li {El, li) and I2 {E2,12) respectively, the four momentum of the exchanged 
photon is given by 
(1ft = hfj, — kn 
The energy and momentum of the virtual photon are given by 
^7* = El- E2 , q = l i - I2 
FVom this we can infer that: 
i.) The virtual photon is monoenergetic 
ii.) It is not massless, rather has the mass square 
and almost spacelike as {q^ «C 0). 
It is clear from the above relations that the values of the energy E.^* and 
mass squared q^ can be chosen as required by the different experiments. In 
particular, by a convenient choice of the kinematical conditions and appropri-
ate design of the experimental set-up, one can determine the desired values 
of En,* and q^ with a better precision. 
iii.) The values of li and I2 also determine the third important property 
of the virtual photon which tells whether the virtual photon is transversely 
polarised(e) or longitudinally (CL) polarised. 
The advantage of the virtual photons is that they are polarised with nearly 
100% accuracy and the energy resolution can be made arbitrarily fine. The 
disadvantage is that the number of virtual photons at one's disposal under 
reasonable experimental conditions is of the order of 1% of the number of 
photons for a typical brehmsstrahlung beam. 
The real photon limit is obtained by taking g^  -> 0 and ci, -^ 0. In the ex-
perimental setup the real photons are obtained by electron brehmsstrahlung 
in targets observed at a fixed angle or by annihilation of positrons in flight 
or by back scattering of laser beams. With this convention the electropro-
duction experiments can be written as: 
7*(g2) + n ^ p + 7r- (1.2) 
7*(9^) + n ^ n + 7r° 
In this dissertation we have presented a unified treatment of electro- and 
photoproduction processes. 
The processes described in equations (1.1) and (1.2) take place on free 
nucleons. When these processes take place in nucleus, additional complica-
tions are involved as the nucleons are now moving in a strongly interacting 
nuclear medium. In Impulse Approximation, the energy and momentum im-
parted by the photon (real or virtual) to the nucleon is sufficient enough for 
production of a pion while making the nucleon off shell which now moves in 
the nuclear medium. This nucleon may share its energy and momentum with 
other nucleons keeping the target nucleus in its ground state. This leads to 
coherent production of pions, a new process possible only in nuclei. Thus in 
nuclei there are two possibilities of pion production: 
1. coherent pion production in which the final nucleus staj^s in the ground 
state and 
2. incoherent pion production in which many higher states are excited. 
The incoherent pion production processes also include cases where a nucleon 
or photon is also emitted after de-excitation of the nucleus in addition to a 
pion. 
The coherent photo and electro pion production processes from nuclei 
are theoretically simpler to study than the incoherent processes though ex-
perimentally the extraction of coherent events is a difficult task. However, 
there are considerable data available on the photo and electroproduction of 
pions from nuclei which enable the comparision of various theoretical models 
proposed for description of such processes in nuclei [55-64]. 
These pion production processes off the nuclei are considered as unique 
tool to study the properties of pion nucleus interactions and to obtain infor-
mation about the pions in nuclear medium. It is known from the study of 
the basic processes that the pion production in photo and electro processes is 
dominated by excitation of A-resonance in the region of a few hundreds MeV 
(150-500MeV). This aspect has led to the formulation of delta-hole model of 
pion production in nuclear medium. In this model, the pions are assumed to 
be produced through the excitation of A-h states in the nucleus. However, 
the properties of the A-resonance axe modified in the nuclesu* medium and 
should be calculated using pion-nucleon dynamics in nuclear medium. There 
are sophisticated microscopic models to determine the nuclear modifications 
of A and pion properties in nuclear medium. These models calculate the 
modification of A-resonance in nuclejur medium by calculating the A-nucleus 
spreading potential or the A-self energy in the nuclear medium [65-77]. A 
less sophisticated version of such an approach has been developed using lo-
cal density approximation and has been applied very successfully to pion 
production processes using various photonic, leptonic and hadronic probes 
[78-83]. Most of these calculations normally neglect the non resonant terms 
as they give small effect in this kinematical region. These calculations deal 
the delta resonance in non-relativistic way for technical reasons. It is only re-
cently that an attempt is being made to treat the A-resonance relativistically 
and see its effect on the production of pions in photo and electroproduction 
processes [48, 84]. 
The aim of this dissertation is to study the coherent photo- and electro-
production of pions in nuclei treating the A resonance relativistically. For 
this purpose we use an effective Lagrangian field theory to describe its inter-
action with pions, nucleons and photons. The effect of nuclear medium on 
these processes has been considered in detail and no attempt has been made 
to describe the final state interax;tion of pions. This will form the future 
extension of the present work. 
The plan of the dissertation is as follows: 
In chapter II, we describe the kinematics of the electro pion processes 
from nucleons and derive expressions for the cross sections in terms of the 
electronic and hadronic tensors. The cross section is then written in terms 
of the longitudinal and transverse response functions of the hadronic system. 
The explicit dependence on the electronic tensor is brought out. This is 
useful in rewriting the cross sections in terms of the kinematic variables of 
the virtual photon. Prom this expression, the cross section for the photo pion 
production is obtained as a special case. 
In chapter III, the hadronic matrix element for the electro and photo 
pion production from the nucleon has been calculated using an "effective 
Lagrangian field theory". The resonant and non-resonant diagrams are dis-
cussed in some detail. The pion production using A-resonance has been 
calculated treating the A-resonance relativistically. 
The matrix elements for the electro and photo pion production for the 
basic processes obtained in chapter III are applied to study the coherent 
photo and electro pion production processes in nuclei in chapter IV. The 
nuclear medium effects have been discussed in some detail using the local 
density approximation (LDA) developed by Oset et al. [80]. The final state 
interaction effects of pions with the residual nucleus has been planned for 
future. 
Finally in chapter V, we present our results and discuss them. 
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CHAPTER: II 
Electroproduction of Pions from Nucleons 
In this chapter we describe the formaJism for the electroproduction re-
actions. The kinamatics for the reactions is discussed in section 2.1 where 
we define the parameters used to describe the mechanism for the electropro-
duction process. The calculation of cross sections is taken up in section 2.2 
using invariant amplitudes for transition current. And in the section 2.3, the 
differential cross section and the structure functions are derived and related 
to the experimentally observed and physically calculated quantities. 
2.1 Kinematics 
The electroproduction of pion is represented by the following reaction 
(Fig. 1.1) 
e + N^e' + N + -K (2.1.1) 
where N stands for neutron and proton. 
The four momenta of the incoming and scattered electrons are /i(£'i, li) 
and 12{E2, la) respectively and p(po, p) and {/{J/Q, p') are the four momenta of 
initial and final nucleon (mass M). The four momentlmi of the virtual photon 
9 = (9oj<l)= 1^ — 2^> is fixed by the four momenta of incident and outgoing 
electrons, and k{E^,h) is the four momentum of the produced pion(mass 
nv)-
In "one photon exchange approximation" (o.p.e.a.), the theoretical de-
scription of electroproduction becomes extremely simple and can be treated 
as the photoproduction by the virtual photon whose mass y/—q^, energy qQ, 
direction q and polarization e are tagged by the outgoing scattered electron. 
The conservation of energy and momentum for reaction (2.1.1) is given by 
h+p = l2+p' + k (2.1.2a) 
q+p = Px=p' + k (2.1.26) 
where px is the four momentum of the intermediate recoiling hadron TTTV 
system, produced by the virt;ual photon, which decays into a pion and a 
nucleon and the square oi q = h — h , the four momentum of the virtual 
photon is given by 
^ = ih- hf = -2h.h = -4£i£^sin2(^) (2.1.3) 
where we have used the condition that Ij, Ij > > mf. It may be noted that g^ 
completely depends on the energies E\ and £2 of the incident and outgoing 
scattered electrons and on the scattering angle di of the scattered electron 
from the direction of the incident one, and hence (^ can be fixed by the elec-
tron kinematics. The four momentum transfer square of the virtual photon 
is space-like (g^ < 0) which represents the square of the imaginary mass and 
can be computed in terms of the quantities measured in the laboratory frame. 
The independent variation of g(go»q) in an electron experiment allows the 
spatial distribution of the physical phenomena under investigation. In this 
regard it is common to use the positive quantity (^ = —^ to describe the 
form factors and structure functions. For the case of real photon (^ vanishes. 
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The kinematics of the initial nucleon or the target nucleon is described by the 
four momentum p in the initial state. In general, for two arm-experiment two 
final products are observed i.e. one is the emitted pion with four momentum 
k and other is the scattered electron. The recoiling nucleon carries the four 
momentum j / . The inclusive one arm process (i.e. produced pion) may then 
be computed by integrating and summing over the hadronic momenta in 
all possible decay channels. The other useful kinematical variables are the 
Lorentz invariant Mandelstam variables(s,t,u) defined as 
s = W^ = ip+qf = M^+q'+2p.q = {p'+kf = M''+ml+2p'.k (2.1.4a) 
t = {q-kf = q^ + ml- 2q.k = (p' - pf = 2M^ - 2p.p' (2.1.46) 
u = (p' - q)2 = M^ + ^2 _ 2p'.g = (fc _ p)2 = M'^^ml- 2p.k (2.1.4c) 
which satisfy the well known relation 
s + t + u = J2^1 = '^^^ + <f + ^ (2.1.5) 
The t-variable can also be written in the following form 
« = «min-4|q| |k |sin2( | :) (2.1.6) 
where 
train = (% " E^f - (|q| - |k|)2 
and 0^ is the pion angle with the momentum transfer. Other useful Lorentz 
invariant variables are 
P=^(P + P'), A=p'-p K=^{h + h) (2.1.7a) 
11 
which satisfy the following relations 
P.A = 0, i^ = q.P = k.P ,h=K+^ ,l2 = K-^ i^B = -^q.k (2.1.76) 
In terms of these variables, the Mandelstam variables can be written in the 
following form 
s = M^ + 2{iy-UB) (2.1.8a) 
u = M^ - 2(i/+ i/fi) (2.1.86) 
Five particles are appearing in the electroproduction of a single pion, i.e. 
electron and nucleon in the initial state and three particles namely electron, 
nucleon and the produced pion in the final state. These correspond to the 
fifteen degrees of freedom. Out of these, three refer to the rotations and 
three to the translations of the system as a whole. In the remaining nine 
degrees of freedom, only five correspond to the independent variables because 
of the four relations (conservation of the energy and momentum) given in 
equation (2.1.2). 
In the laboratory frame, these five variables are the energies Ei, E2 of 
the incident and scattered electrons respectively, the scattering angle Oi, pion 
angle 6^ and the angle 0 , between the scattering plane of the electron and 
the reaction plane of the hadrons. 
The most significant variables are invariant momentum transfer square 
{(^ = -(f), polarisation vector e, angles (^^,0,) defining the direction of 
motion of the pion in cm.f. and s{W^) or QL where QL is the threshold 
laboratory energy of the real photon to produce the final hadronic system 
and it is related with the s-variable by the relation, ^ = ^ ^ ^ . The t-
12 
variable is related with the angle 0„. 
2.2 IVansition Current and Invariant Amplitudes 
For the general process of inelastic scattering of the electron, in the "one 
photon exchange approximation", by the free nucleon the transition matrix 
element corresponding to Fig. 1.1 is written as 
2 2 
Mfi = ^< hlulh > . < p', fcl J^IP >= ^Z^M" (2.2.1) 
Q Q 
where j ^ is the electromagnetic current at electron vertex and J^ the elec-
tromagnetic hadron current. The factor proportional to -\ comes from the 
virtual photon propagator. The current at the electron vertex is well defined 
and known in terms of Dirac matrices 7^ and the Dirac spinors u{li), i = 1,2 
with normalisation uu = l, and, Z^  and M*^ are given by [85], 
Ip^ =< k\Jt.\h >= uikhMh) (2.2.2a) 
M*'=<p',k\J>'\p> (2.2.26) 
The quantity of physical interest, which is used to calculate the differential 
cross section, is the square of the matrix element Mfi 
' 2e^ 
E \Mfi\^ = YL^M>^ (2.2.3) 
where jy stands for the sum over final spin-states and average over initial 
spin-states. For convenience, we have taken a factor of '2' in the matrix 
element square which will be taken care of while writing the leptonic tensor. 
The Lorentz invariant tensors £ ^ and M'^ are given by 
1 ' 
^/«' = 7EC^ ' ' (2.2.4) 
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• ^ ' " ^ ^ E ^ " * ^ " (2.2.5) 
The leptonic tensor is evaluated by using the Lagrangian for ee'7 interaction 
(discussed in chapter III) and the standard trace techniques, which yields 
1 ' _ 
= 9i^i'';r+h^hv+hfihv (2.2.6) 
The hadronic tensor is given by 
•^'" ' = ^ E < Xf\J'\Xi >* < Xf\r\Xi > (2.2.7) 
where J** is the hadronic current between initial and final nucleon states. 
Applying the Lorentz condition i.e. conservation of leptonic current q'^lf^ = 0 
gives 
qok - q.l = 0 (2.2.8a) 
lo = — (2.2.86) 
Qo 
qf'C^ = C^g-" = 0 (2.2.8c) 
and the gauge invariance of the hadronic current gives 
q^M" = 0 (2.2.9a) 
JMO = — (2.2.96) 
q^Mi^ = Mf^qu = 0 (2.2.9c) 
These are the relations between time-like and space-like components of the 
hadronic and the leptonic tensors and hence time-like components can be 
14 
replaxied by the space-like ones. Assuming the photon momentum along z-
axis i.e q || e^ and choosing xz- as the reaction plane, we define kinematics 
for the electroproduction process (Fig.2.1) as 
I- - ^ " - i l X l 2 i i x i 2 . . \ . o o i n \ 
\ex = eyXe^,ey = -^ x - = . , e^  = q (2.2.10) 
The z-component of the leptonic and hadronic matrix elements are given 
by 
|ql Iql 
The product I'^/Afi can be written in the form of components as 
I'^M^ = ^0^0 - 1-Ai = o^A o^ - IxMx - lyMy - IzMz 
= -Y-^loMo-{lxMa: + lyMy) (2.2.11) 
In spherical co-ordinate system, we can write equation (2.2.11) in the follow-
ing form 
l^M^ = CloMo + {1-M+ + l^MJ) (2.2.11a) 
where 
C = - | ^ , l± = ^-^{lx±ily) and M± = T-y^{Mx±iMy) (2.2.12) 
and hence the term L^Mf^ reduces to the form 
C^M^ = \CkMo + {1-M+ + l+M-)\^ 
where 
= E P A , A ' M ^ ' ^ ' , (A,A' = ±,0) (2.2.13) 
/ _ - 2 \ < J A O + < 5 V O 
P^' = [j^j ^AA' (2.2.14) 
15 
^ 
"caction piano 
scattering plane 
Figure 2.1 kinematics and angles for pion electroproduction 
16 
is the density matrix. 
In terms of the components of the density matrix pxx' and explicit de-
pendence on hadronic factors, the matrix element square for the electro pion 
production from the unpolarised electron can be written as(Appendix A.l): 
C^^M*^ = ptTir + f>rn' + PLTTI'"' + fn^n yTT (2.2.15) 
where pi ,(i = L, T, LT, TT) are the longitudinal, transverse, longitudinal-
transverse interference and transverse-transverse interference components of 
the polarization density matrix for unpolarized virtual photons and 72.'(i = 
L, T, LT, TT) are the corresponding hadronic response functions defined in 
equations (2.2.16) and (2.2.17). The explicit forms of pi (Appendix A.2), 
fixed by the electron kinematics, are given by 
PT = — 1 + UQIV cot 
2 ^l 
PLT=^ 
-q^ 
.^^|q| h'i 1 -\ H cot'' — 2' 
f>rr = liJv cot^^ (2.2.16) 4 viqlV" ' 2 
Response functions TV are written in terms of the components M^'^' corre-
sponding to possible values of (A, A'), 
1-1 
(2.2.17) 
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An alternate expression for Cf^^M'^'' is given by Raskin and Donelly [31] 
in the following form: 
where 
v^ = (E, + E^f - |q|2 
(2.2.15') 
AExEiCos^-^ 
and 
VL VT = ifh-l 
VTT VLT = (^ T ^ + t an^^ (2.2.18) 
Pi{i = L,T,LT,TT) defined in equation (2.2.16) are related to Vi{i = 
L, T, LT, TT) by the relation pi = ^ . 
The appearance of the various space directions in the leptonic and hadron-
ic tensors correspond to the absorption of partially polarized virtual photon. 
This fact can be described by the degree of transverse (e) and longitudinal (e ,^) 
polarization defined as [8] 
e = 
lA^MApT _ Pxx-P^ 
I A*|2 
^L = 
Pxx + Pyy 
Pzz 
|A*r + |Ay • 12 
(2.2.19) 
(2.2.20) 
Pxx + Pyy 
where |A*| are the components of the vector potential of the virtual pho-
ton and Pxx, Pyy 2uid Pzz are the cartesian components of the virtual photon 
polarisation density matrix defined in appendix A. 3. 
These polarization vectors can be decomposed in terms of the invariant 
variables in the following form (appendix A.3) 
€ = 
1 , 2|qr , 0 , l + _ _ t a n ( - ) - 1 (2.2.21) 
18 
€ L = 9g 
(2.2.22) 
The longitudinal polaxisation ei is related with the transverse polarisation e. 
Relations between pi and e are given in appendices A.2 and A.3. 
In terms of these polarisation parameters the matrix element square for 
unpolarised photon is written as: 
Ciu,M 
"tw 
M" _ V 1 
2 1 - e 7e^ + 2 6 J ^ 7 i M - e 7 e ^ + v Q r T ; ) f r ^ 
,LT 
We also calculate the matrix element square in terms of the cartesian com-
ponents of the hadronic tensor in center of mass frame. In this frame(c.m.f.), 
above relation for C^M*^ in the components form can be written as [8] 
(appendix A.4) 
-e 
— ^ ^ + etMl, + e ^ ^cos{2(f>^) 
+yj2eL{l+e) cos<p^ (2.2.24) 
Then 
T.\Mfi? = ^ ( ^ ) M* j^M* M* -M* :: + €LM*^ + e ^cos(2<^^) 
+^^26^(1 + e) 
(2.2.23) 
(2.2.25) 
where M.*j, the components of the hadronic tensor are computed in the center 
of mass frame and depend on the invariant variables y/s{W), g ,^ t{9^). And 
<f)^ is the angle between the scattering and the reaction plane which can be 
expressed as, 
(li X l2).(q X k) = |Ii X bllq x k| cos^ , 
(li X h).{q X k) 
cos<^, = | l i x l 2 | | q x k | (2.2.26) 
19 
Also 
and 
|q X /c| = |li X I2I = EiE^sinOi 
(q X «) . (q X k) = 
so that the angle (pn can be defined as 
|qP(/c.k) - (q.k)(/c.q) 
|q| «-q 
q.k «.k 
COS(f>Tt — |q||k|f;i£:2sineiSin^, (2.2.27) 
2.3 Cross Sections and Structure Functions 
Following the notation of Bjorken and Drell [85], the differential cross 
section for a pion produced by an unpolarized electron on unpolarized nucleon 
in the "one photon exchange approximation", can be written as 
{27ryS'{q + p-i/-k) d% (Pp' (fk ' 2 
4^.ir - mfM^ (27r)32^2(27r)32p(,(27r)32^.^''^^'' 
(27r)5 AM El 2E2 2p'o 2E^ 
On integrating over the final nucleon momentum the differential cross section 
reduces to 
Using the following relations 
d^k = |k|2d|k|dfi* 
d% = llal^ rflbldfi, 
(2.3.2a) 
(2.3.26) 
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and integrating the delta function over £•„ by using the property 
with 
(2.3.3) 
« I dp \P=Pi 
f{p) = E, + M-E^-E'j,- E^ 
then 
df 
dE, 
dE' 
= 1 + ^ with E'j,=:Ei + M-E2-E^ 
then 
dEL E , |kP- (p + q).k 
dE. 
df 
dE^ 
E',\k\' 
E;\k\' 
£;'|k|2 + £ j k | 2 - ( p + q).k 
Thus the diffrential cross section in the laboratory frame reduces to the 
following form 
(Pa ^ 1 1 N W! ' 
dEhdnidn^ ~~ 32 (27r)5 MEi El,\k\^ + E^\k\^ - (p + q).k 
In center of mass frame 
ZlMfil'' (2.3.4) 
p* + q* = 0 =» (p* + q*).k* = 0 
E'. + Er = y/s = W ond |k| = |k*| 
the differential cross section becomes 
(Per 
_ i^iyM_Lj;|^,.| 
dE2dnidn^ 32(27r)5 Ei MW (2.3.5) 
2 1 
Using the expression of the matrix element square in terms of the leptonic and 
hadronic tensors (equation 2.2.25), we obtain the expression of the differential 
cross section, 
o? E2 1 |k*i 
dE2dQidn* Z2-K^EyMq^ W ^ ^ 
'J2 I |j£ I —q^ M* -\-M* 
327r3 El Mq^ W l-e 
^^Ml^-Mly ^^^^2^^) + ^26i( l + 6) ML + M\ 
2 ^ ^'" • V - V • - / 2 
This differential cross section is better expressed in the following form, 
cos^„ 
rfV 
= Tt 
dEid^idO-l 
where 
a E2 QL 
day 
dQt (2.3.7) 
1 
27r2 El -q^l-e 
a E2{W^-M^) 1 (2.3.8) 
2n'^Ei (-g2)2M l - e ' 
is the flux of virtual photon i.e. the number of virtual photons per scattered 
electrons in dE2 and rffij and contains the effect of the electron-photon vertex 
and the photon propagator. The differential cross section ^ is given by [8] 
day 
dn* 
a 1 l - e 
mnMW -q^'^^^"" 
a 1 |k* 
1&T:MW qi 
M* +M* 
+e 
Ml, - Ml, cos{2<ff^) + V^2€L(1 + e) M*+Mt, COS^n 
(2.3.6) 
2 — v - - " / • V "V ' 2 
The 'photon equivalent energy' qi, has been introduced to excite the 
hadronic system with center of mass energy W. The quantities dD.i,Ei,Ei 
(2.3.9) 
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and QL axe calculated in the laboratory frame while ^ is calculated in the 
center of mass frame of the final TrA^-system. The differential cross section 
^ is better expressed in terms of the experimentally observed differential 
cross sections ^ (i=L, T, TT, LT), 
where 
doT a |k*| 1 
:iMl, + M*) (2.3.11a) 
dn* 327r QL MW^ "^^  ^' 
dQ* 167r QL MW '' ^ ' 
{Ml,-M*) (2.3.11c) dxiTT O! |k*| 1 
duLT a jk*| 1 [Ml^ + Ml,) d^l 327r QL MW 
The first two expressions are referred to as transverse(T) and longitudinal (L) 
structure functions or differential cross sections. They do not depend on the 
azimuthal angle and may depend on the pion angle 6jr- In the limit q^ —^ 0, 
the first term approaches the photoproduction by tranversal real photons. 
The third term shows the transverse-transverse interference(TT). Last term 
describes the transeverse-longitudinal interference term. 
In terms of the tensor components of the marix element for linearly po-
larised photon, relation(2.3.9) can be written as 
da„ a |k*| 1 
dfi* 167r qi MW 
M* +M* M* —M* (2.3.12) 
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For unpolaxised real photon above expression reduces to the form 
dareal O: |k*| 1 
dD* 167r qi MW 
M* +M* (2.3.13) 
By using the energy transformation of real photon (9^ = 0) from laboratory 
frame to center of mass frame 
^^_ME, Mqi 
W W 
the differential cross section in center of mass frame is then written as, 
dareoi « |k*| 1 
or 
dareal 
dni 
a 
IGTT E* 
1"%-,, 
W^ 
W|2 
E'\M\' (2.3.14a) 
dni 167r5|q*r'"-' ^^ -^ -^ ^^ ^ 
This can easily be recognised as the differential cross section of a real photon 
as calculated from the first principles in center of mass frame (appendix B). 
On integrating equation(2.3.7) over the direction of emission of pion, we 
obtain 
d^a 
dE2dVti 
where 
= r,[aT(W,g^) + eai,(W,g2)| (2.3.15) 
dxTT 
"- = /SW^^ '^)-*^ " 
"^ = my^''^^'^^'^ 
(2.3.16a) 
(2.3.16&) 
OT and OL are the transverse and longitudinal cross sections of virtual photons 
which are the quantities of physical interest and measured in the single arm 
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experiments. These cross sections can be separated in the experiment by 
taking different values of e and on keeping W and q^ constant. 
In the next chapter i.e. in chapter III, we write the matrix elements for 
photo and electroproduction of pions in Lagrangian formalism and use them 
in study of coherent photo and electroproduction processes from nuclei in 
chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER: III 
Matrix Elements for Electroproduction of 
Pions from Nucleons 
In this chapter, we calculate the matrix elements for photo and electro 
pion production by using effective Lagrangian formalism in field theory. All 
the contributing Feynman diagrams are taken into account for production 
of pions and are treated relativistically to calculate the matrix element for 
electroproduction and photoproduction. We write effective Lagrangians for 
different interactions contributing in photo- and electroproduction processes 
with their coupling strengths in section 3.1. In section 3.2, we write matrix 
elements for electro pion production off the nucleons in different channels us-
ing the lagrangians dicussed in section 3.1. Lastly, in section 3.3 the matrix 
element for photo pion production by real photons is discussed. 
3.1 The Effective Lagrangians 
As dicussed earlier, the electroproduction processes are equivalent to phf> 
toproduction by virtual photons as shown in equation (1.2). The Lagrangians 
for the diffierent effective interactions are given by [48,52,84] 
Cee-^ = ieii}ef'y,i.rl}eA'' (3.1.2a) 
C^NN = -^!^^%5( /0$x)T ' i ' (3.1.2c) 
C^NN = ^^?^^f T^Ter.*,^^'* (3.1.2rf) 
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£ ^ , = ie^^.id^^,)A''F,{Q^) (3.1.2e) 
CVNN = -gVNN^ {la + ^ ^ « ^ ^ } i'^'' + ^iP?)^ (3-1.2/) 
>CK.^ = -?^€,,,^(a-^' ')(5^^,,)(<Ji3a;^ + PT) (3.1.2<7) 
A/VA = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V T s T a ^ F ^ + h.c. (3.1.2/1) 
/:.;.A = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ( 5 ^ * , ) T ^ + /i.c. (3.1.2Z) 
where F^„ is the field tensors for photon which is defined as 
F^ = d^A^ - d^A^, (3.1.3) 
V stajids for vector mesons (p, w) and yl^, $^, p, w, ^ , ^ ^ are the 7,7r,p,uj, N, 
A-fields respectively. The different coupling strength for various interaction 
vertices are given by, 
e = 0.3028, 9nNN = 0.97, g^^^ = 0.313, ^^.^ = 0.131, 
g^±^ = 0.103, gu,NN = S-17, ^^^^^ = ^ , K^ =-0.12, (3.1.4) 
Kp = 3.71, % A = 0.36, fjffA = 0.337 
The coupling constants of pion and photon to the nucleon are well known 
and the value of the coupling constant of the pion and A with nucleon i.e. 
9irffA corresponds to the on-shell decay width(120MeV) of the A. The cou-
pling constant g-^^rr ^^ been taken from the decay of the a;-meson into pion 
and photon [43,48]. As shown in equation (3.1.4) there is a range of the 
available values of the coupling of the w-meson to the nucleons [36,43,84]. 
The value of g^yN^ is determined by comparing the theoretical results to the 
available data for the cross section of the photoproduction of neutral pions 
from proton. 
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The Feynman diagrams for the electroproduction reactions or photopro-
duction by virtual photons are shown in Fig. (3.1). The diagrams (a,b) are 
the nucleon direct (s-channel) and crossed (u-channel) terms, diagram (c) is 
the contact term or the KroU-Ruderman term or seagull term, and the dia-
grames (d,e,f) are the t-channel processes with pion, omega and rho exchange 
so called Bom diagrams. The diagrams (g,h) are the direct and crossed A-
terms which give the dominant contribution to the photoproduction reaction. 
The contribution from rho meson exchange term is negligible small in the A-
resonance region because of the smallness of the coupling. 
3.2 Matrix Elements For Electro Pion Production 
3.2.1 Nucleons and Mesons Exchange terms 
The matrix element for neutral pion production from the nucleons in 
s-channel (Fig. 3.1a) and u-channel (Fig. 3.1b) processes are given by 
M^ = Tzu[p) 
rrhr 
w(p)P (3.2.1a) 
uipy (3.2.16) 
where 
//* = ^uihd-fuih) (3.2.2) 
is the electronic current at electron vertex. 
For the case of the charged pion production, the structure of the matrix 
element are the same except with the multiplication by a factor of \/2r±, T_ 
for TT"*" and r+ for %~ production. The nucleon Dirac and Pauli form factors 
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N 
(a) 
(c) id) 
rc 
(e) fP 
( ^ ) 
Figure 3.1 Feynman diagrams for pion electro- and photoproduction 
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Fi^(Q^) and F^{Q^) are generally parametrised in terras of the experimen-
tally determined Sachs electromagnetic form factors G E ( Q ^ ) and GM(<3^) by 
the following relations, 
where, r = 4 ^ . These electromagnetic form factors are generally parametrised 
in a dipole form. The most often used parametrisation are given by, [86] 
- 2 
with 
tip = 2.792847, //„ = -1.913043, Mp = 0.843Gey, A„ = 5.6 
Ff{0) = 1, i^(0) = 0, i^(0) = Kp = 1.792847, i^(0) = AC„ = -1.91303 
These matrix element for electroproduction of all charge states of the 
pions from the nucleon pole terms in s-channel and u-channel processes can 
be written in terms of the isoscalar(S) and isovector(V) form factors as [87], 
M, = — — - u ( p ) 
T7V 
M^ = — — « ( p ) 
with (appendix C) 
/f = ^[i^f/«+i^i^(/++n] 
w(p)P (3.2.3a) 
uipY" (3.2.36) 
(3.2.4a) 
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i: = \[Fil' + Fr{I^ + n] (3.2.46) 
I^ = l[Ffl' + FriI^-n] (3.2.4c) 
I^=\[Fil' + Fr{I^-I-)] (3.2.4d) 
It = r , 
where 
i^ = X^.Xi (3.2.5a) 
/ ^ = x } ^ K , r 3 } x , (3.2.56) 
I- = x\\[r.,T3]xi, (3.2.5c) 
;:t/(j) is the final (initial) nucleon isospin function, T3 is the Pauli isospin ma-
trix. The iso-spin r^ for the finaJ pion is defined in the Pauli (2 x 2) repre-
sentation by the following relations 
V^r_ (7r+) 
r, = < ^/2r+ {n') (3.2.6) 
ra (^°) 
The isoscalar and isovector form factors Ff2 and F^2 ^ ^ written in terms of 
the Dirac and Pauli form factors, 
FU'\Q') = Ff^2TFr^2 
Ff (0) = Fi^ (O) = 1, F/(0) = Kp + Kn, F/(0) = «p - /Cn 
The matrix element for the Kroll-Ruderman term (Fig. 3.1c) is written 
as 
MKR = ^^^^ItG'iq')uip'h,uip) (3.2.7) 
rrir 
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where G' is the axial vector form factor of nucleon and is given by[8] 
with G{0) = 1.2573. It should be noted that because of It this term con-
tributes only for 7r+ and TT" and vanishes for TT" production. 
For meson exchange in t-channel processes the matrix element are written 
as: 
Pion exchange (Fig. 3.Id): 
Ml = ^ ^ ^ / e ^ ^ 2 M F . ( g 2 ) « ( p ' ) 7 5 u ( p ) / ' ' (3.2.8) 
w-exchange (Fig. 3.1e): 
T^^^') ( T " + ^ ^ / - ^ C T ) n{p){e^^P:qnn (3.2.9) 
m. 
p-exchange (Fig. 3.If): 
^ p ^ _e_9,^_±_uip') ( r + ^ c T ^ n " ) «(P)(W^PV^'^) (3.2.10) 
3.2.2 Resonance terms 
For the direct (s-channel) delta term the matrix element is written as, 
e/irJVA_/ ,x, 1 Mf = ^-h^u{p')k, 
rur ^' "F^-Ml^iVMt, E u''{P,S)u\P,S) OA^U(P)P, (3.2.11) 
where u" is the Rarita Schwinger spinor for spin-| delta particle [88]. 
Using the projection operator P^^ defined as, 
^ tZ-(P,5)«\P.5) = P-^ (3.2.12) 
" 5 = - ! 
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Mf' can be written as 
Mf = ^^^^u(p')k^A''''Ox^u(p)l'', (3.2.13) 
where A*^ * is the relativistic A propagator which is given by [87, 89], 
A.A = 
F2 _ Ml + ITMA 
where P is the four momenta of the delta and F is the phenomenological 
delta decay width. Ox^ is the AN^ vertex and its most general effective 
form (appendix D) is written as [89-92]: 
OA^ = 
— f + ^P" + ^ P " ) (^A.V - 9x,g^)q'l' (3.2.15) M 
where C^, CY and C^ are the electromagnetic N —^ A transition form factors 
and they are parametrized in the following form [90], 
c' ' t f )= ^^ <°> 
( l - ^ ) 
2 ' 
Cl{q') = 0 ,M^ = 0.54GeF^ (3.2.16) 
It should be noted that ^ corresponds to ^ ^ used in the effective La-
grajigian (equation 3.1.2h). 
Similarly the matrix element for the crossed A-diagram (u-channel pro-
cess) is written as; 
^ A ^ hM^u{p')KO''^Ax^u{py (3.2.17) 
3.3 Matrix Elements in the Real Photon Limit 
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For the photoproduction by the real photons one has to do the follo\fnng 
changes in the matrix element for the electroproduction processes: 
(i) The leptonic current vector /** should be replaced by the photon polariza-
tion vector e**, 
(ii) the momentum transfer squeire by zero i.e. q^ —^0. In this limit the elec-
tromagnetic form factors of nucleons should be replaced by their constant 
values. Similarly, the N -^ A electromagnetic form factors C^, C\ and C^ 
are reduced to the constant values given by, 
Cg t^O) = 2.80 
Cr(0) = - ^ ^ - 3 ^ ( 0 ) (3.3.1) 
and 
(iii)g^e'' = 0. 
In the next chapter, we use these matrix elements to study the coherent 
photo- and electroproduction of pions in ^^C, '^ "Ca and ^^Pb. 
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CHAPTER: IV 
Coherent Electro- and Photoproduction of 
Pions from Nuclei 
4.1 Introduction 
It is known from the elementary j*N interaction (in the intermediate 
energy range of E^ between ISOMeV and oOOMeV), that A-isobar excitation 
provides the dominant contribution to the intermediate energy pion photo-
production from nucleons. Similarly, this is expected to be true in the case 
of the nuclei also where A isobar excitation is produced within the nucleus 
and it propagates in the nuclear medium before it decays. In case of neutral 
pion production in the intermediate energy range, the dominant contribu-
tion comes via the A-isobax excitation. Therefore, studies of nuclear pion 
photoproduction mechanism may refine the picture of A-nucleus interaction 
derived from pion-nucleus scattering. Since intermediate A is produced in 
the nuclear medium, the nuclear medium effects should be properly taken 
into account. Further, AiV -> NN interaction in the nuclear medium opens 
a decay channel for A which is not available in the free nucleon case. Also, 
the Fermi motion of the nucleons and the Pauli blocking effect should be 
kept in mind while doing such calculations. Various theoretical models aim 
at a unified description of photon and pion interaction in the region of A-
hole excitation region, where intermediate A-isobar can decay (independent 
of the production mechanism) into a pion (giving rise to neutral current pion 
production), A-modification in the nuclear medimn has been incorporated 
in one way or other. It has been found that the propagation of A in the nu-
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clear medium not only affects the pion propagation through the nucleus but 
also it modifies the j*N -^ 7r°iV transition amplitude. But the discrepancy 
between the different theories is of the factor of two or so. Hence the precise 
theoretical calculations are required. 
Coherent pion production is considered to be an independent test of A-
hole model. It has also been used to investigate TT and 7 nuclear dynamics 
in the nuclear matter. Since 7r° can be produced both from protons and 
neutrons without changing their quantum numbers, therefore, coherent pion 
production from the whole nucleus is possible and that is why it has been 
found out that the coherent addition of spin orientation independent parts 
of the production amplitudes (summed over all the nucleons) provides an 
enhancement in the cross section for the ground state transition compared 
to the corresponding process for the charged pions. 
There have been quite a few calculations of the coherent photoproduc-
tion of pions from nuclei in the literature. For example, Saunder's et al. 
[64] have analyzed (7, TT") data using the distorted wave impulse approxima-
tion(DWIA) with the pion optical potential. The results so obtained were 
several times smaller than the experimental results. One possible reason for 
this discrepancy is that the optical potential used was too absorptive and 
others may be due to the experimental difficulties or cumbersome reaction 
mechauiism. Koch and Moniz [65,72] applied isobar-hole formalism for TT-
nucleus interactions to coherent 7r° photoproduction on nuclei. Within the 
framework of nuclear shell modd, nuclear binding energy effects, isobar prop-
agation and Pauli blocking were incorporated. The formalism [64,65,71,72] 
is quite successful for the pion production by the light nuclei. However, the 
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calculations become quite complicated and cumbersome for heavier nuclei. 
Carrasco et al. [83] have developed a nMcroscopic theory of 7iV reac-
tion. The calculations were initially done in the infinite nuclear matter and 
then the results are extended to finite nuclei by means of local density ap-
proximations (LDA). Elementary 'y*N -^ -K^N amplitude is taken with the 
modification of A-properties in the nuclear medium and A self ener^es are 
taken from a many body evaluation which include the channels related to 
two and three body pion absorption. 
Recently Peters et al. [84] have used a relativistic model to calculate 
the coherent photoproduction of pions from spin-zero nuclei. The work of 
Drechsel et al. [76] and Kamalov et al. [77] use a very elaborate model for 
pion production in nuclei to describe the coherent production of pions firom 
nuclei. 
However, the main problem in such reactions ( coherent 7r° production 
process) is that it is difficult to detect and disentangle the contributions of 
the coherent process, transition to excited bound states and the quasifree 7r° 
production process. Experimental studies of coherent pion photoproduction 
are still to be confidently done. The most frequently used source of high and 
intermediate energy photons is Bremsstrahlung produced by electrons in the 
Coulomb field of the nucleus. Theoretically, to reach some firm conclusion, 
detailed and precise experimental study for all masses along the periodic 
table and large range of energies and angles are required. New generation 
high energy electron accelerators may give a better insight [93,94]. 
4.2 Matrix Elements and Cross Sections 
In general, for coherent photo- and electroproduction of pions, the dif-
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ferent Feynman diagrains(Fig. 3.1) axe taken into account, Kroll Ruderman 
term, nucleon pole term, pion pole term, omega pole term, rho pole term and 
dominant delta direct and exchanged terms. As explained earlier the Kroll 
Ruderman-term does not contribute. Also there is no contribution from pion 
pole term to the jN transition amplitude for the coherent photoproduction 
of neutral pious. Thus, the only background contribution to the cross section 
comes from the nuleon direct and crossed terms, omega and rho pole terms 
in addition to A crossed term for the dominant A-direct term. 
We apply a relativistic approach to calculate the matrix elements and 
differential cross section for coherent pion photoproduction by using the ef-
fective Lagrangians defined in chapter III section 3.1. 
The general structure of the relativistic invariant matrix element for co-
herent photo- and electroproduction of pions from spin zero nuclei can be 
written in the covariant form as [48,84], 
M = e^'^V^PukfiQaAis, t, u), (4.2.1) 
Vn^^m for photoproduction 
e 
= lfi = —u'YftU, for electroproduction 
Ais,t,u) is the Lorentz invariant scalar function that contains the entire 
dynamics of the coherent process. In rest frame of the target i.e. p -+ 0, it 
is found that 
M = Ais, t, u)(k X q).77 (4.2.2) 
A similar result is also obtained in the center of mass frame. 
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The Lorentz invariant factor A{s, t, u) is computed relativistically for d-
ifferent contributing Feynman diagrams in Lagrangian formalism discussed 
in chapter III. The results have been presented in the next section (4.2.1). 
4.2.1 Matr ix Elements 
As discussed earlier, for coherent photoproduction there is no contribution 
from KroU-Ruderman and pion pole terms. The general structute of the 
matrix element for coherent electro and photoproduction of pions is given by 
equation (4.2.1) and A{s,t,u) is written as 
A{s, t, u) = AN + Aij + Ap + AA (4.2.3) 
where, Ai{i = N,u, p, A) axe calculated in appendix E. 
We find an expression of AN for nucleon direct (s-channel) and nucleon 
exchanged (u-channel) processes which axe given by 
\ m^ / s — M 2 
V nijr J u — M2 ANiu) = 8MJ^(^^) 
where 
V2 2 2 M 2 M / 
( ^ ± | ± ^ F . ( , V 2 M F . ( , ^ ) 
2M{F,{q^) + F,{q')) + ^ m l 
(4.2.4a) 
(4.2.46) 
(4.2.5) 
I2 2M. 
For the omega and rho exchange terms (t-channel processes), the Lorentz 
invariant factors Au{t) and Ap{t) come out to be in the following form: 
w-exchange term: 
(4.2.6) 
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p exchange term: 
\ m^ J t — my 
+^ {t - P.(k -q)- {E, - E,){E, - K -
We get AA for the coherent photoproduction processes from the direct and 
crossed A diagrams, using CY = _."' '"'^  ' ' * 
M)}] (4.2.7) 
; form: -W^3 [89,91], in the following: 
^ ' \M ) \ m^ ) \ s - MA^ + iMATJ 
? (s + Mi + 2MMA) - ^ ( l + ^ ) {P-k + P.q) + g.A: + ^ ^ (4.2.8a) 
ana 
>l^ (n) = 8M^ f ^ ) f ^ ^ ^ ) f ^J .^\ \ Uu -r.» 
"^^ ^ \M J \ m^ J \u-Ml + IMAT) 3 L^  
A ^ \ / o / , rv N , k.qP'^-P'.kP'. 
+ Ail + 2MMA) 
9 (4.2.86) 
4.2.2 Cross Sections 
We have obtained the expression of the differential cross section for elec-
troproduction in chapter II which is given by 
dV 
dEidQidD.^ 
where 
= Te 
day 
r = —^Sk 1_ 
' 27r2Ei-9M-e 
a E-jjW^-M^) 1 
27r2Ei {-q^)2M 1 - c 
(4.2.9) 
(4.2.10) 
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is the flux of virtual photon and the cross section ^ is given by 
where 
dxTT _ a |k*| 1 
dn^ ~ 327r qt MW^'" ' " '"*«"' (>t: , + Al^J (4.2.12a) 
do. ^ _ ^ |k1 J _ (4 2.126) 
dfi, 167r QL MW '' ^ ' 
{Ml,-ML) (4.2.12c) dUTT _ 01 |k*| 
rffi^ 327r QL MW^ '"^ '''' 
In the right handed coordinate system with z-axis along the direction of 
the virtiual photon q (Fig. 2.1), the current has a direction k x q taken to 
be along y-axis in an orthogonal coordinate system, the z-component of J^ 
is zero, therefore, M*gg, M^^ and M*j. vanish. Then the differential cross 
sections ^ and ^ ^ vanish identically. Also J** has the y-direction and 
then Mix ^ ^ ^ *^^ ^^Y -^yy tei^ sor components remain.Therefore 
Thus the expression for the differential cross section for the virtual photon 
simplifies to the form [76,82] 
d(7o d(JT 
dn^ d^. (1 - ecos2<f>^) (4.2.14) 
This expression has already been observed experimentally and is more gen-
eral one. As mentioned earlier that the differential cross section has a sin^ 6^ 
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dependence and also it depends on (1 — €cos 2<j>^) for all cases which is inde-
pendent of the reaction mechanism. 
For unpolarised real photon above expression reduces to the form 
d<Treai dor a Ik* I 1 
dn^ dn^ 167r QL MW 
Ml^ + Mly (4.2.15) 2 
By using the energy transformation of real photon(9^ = 0) from laboratory 
frame to center of mass frame 
^ = V = IF (^•'•^^^ 
the differential cross section in center of mass frame can be written as, 
or (appendix B) 
^ = r ^ j ^ E - I A i r (4.2.176) 
We also find an expression of the differential cross section in laboratory 
frame which is given by 
do _ \ M |k|^ Y '^iAy«|2 
On integrating equation(4.2.9) over the direction of emission of pion we 
obtain 
^ ^ = Tt[aT{W, <^) + ecLiW, q^)] (4.2.19) 
By incorporating the nuclear medium effects in the form of nuclear form 
factor, the cross section defined by equation (4.2.18) , is given by 
^ _ 1 ^ 1^ 1' ClkPlaPsin^e \ 
dn, ~ 167r2 E^ |k|2(M + E,) - k.qE, V^' '**' '"" ^'') 
x[F{k-q)\A{s,t,u)\f (4.2.20) 
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where [83] 
F(k - q) = /dhp{T)e-'^ ^-'* '^ (4.2.21) 
and p(r) is the nuclear matter density as a function of nucleon relative cor-
dinate. 
In the nucleus, 7r° is produced from proton and neutron targets. In the A 
dominance model 7r° production from proton proceeds through the reaction 
7 + p -^ A^ -^ p+iT^ and the production from the neutron proceeds through 
the reaction 7 + n -^ A° -^ n + 7r°. The isospin consideration at 7pA"'" 
and 7nA° give a factor of | for both protons and neutrons coming from 
respective Clebsch Gorden coefficients in isospin space. Therefore the density 
p(r) in the nuclei should be replaced by |[pp(r) + Pn(r)]. The proper isospin 
consideration at the different vertices of the Feynman diagrams (Fig.3.1) has 
been taken into account. 
We obtained an expression for the differential cross section for the coher-
ent photoproduction of pions from nuclei. The nuclar medium effects(Fermi 
motion,Pauli blocking etc.) can be taken into account by using the nuclear 
form factor without knowing the residual nucleus and final state interaction 
of produced pions. Fermi motion of the nucleons in the nuclei can be taken 
into account either by using factorization approximation or by using the local 
density approximation(LDA). In LDA, the momentum of the nucleons in the 
nucleus taken to be the local Fermi momentum which is a function of nuclear 
matter density p{r): 
kp = ( ^ P ( » - ) I (4.2.22) 
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We have used harmonic osciUator(H.O), two-parameter Fermi(2pF) and three-
parameter Gaussian (3pG) form of densities as applicable for different nuclei 
which are given by 
Pir)H.o. = A. ( l + Ci ( ^ ) ' j exp (^- ( ^ ) ' j (4.2.23a) 
Pir)2pF = A) ( l + exp ( ^ ^ ^ ) ) (4.2.236) 
(l + wgr) 
(^^ )3PG = Po-T^ ^ ! 4 T (4.2.23c) 
(1 + exp-^J •^2 
which are normalized to the number of nucleons i.e 
/rf^rp(r) = A 
The density parameters for the different nuclei are tabulated in Table-(1) 
[80]. 
The proton density is taken from the electron scattering experiment and 
neutron density assumed to be of the form />„ = ^Pp- The value of center of 
mass energy(s) also requires average over the nucleon momenta and can be 
written as 
5 = M^ + m^  -H 2^, fM + I - ^ V (4.2.24) 
4.2.3 Nuclear Medium Effects 
The intermediate delta produced in the jN -+ irN reaction, propagates 
in the medium and experiences all kinds of self-energy (E^) interactions. This 
self-energy is assmned to be the function of the nuclear density p(r). This 
involves the decay of the delta isobar into pion and the nucleon. If the pion 
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and the nucleon were free non-interacting particles, the imaginary part of 
the delta self-energy would give the free delta decay width. The real part 
would get absorbed in the free mass of the delta. But in the medium both 
decay width and the mass of the intermediate A should get modified. These 
modification mainly comes through the following sources: 
i.) The intermediate nucleon states are partly blocked for the A-decay be-
cause some of these states are occupied(Pauli blocking). This leads to an 
energy dependent reduction of the delta decay width of the form: 
r -^ Te// = f - 2/mEA (4.2.25) 
f is the modified A-width. The expression for the modified A-width for the 
photon nucleon scattering is given by [79,80] 
M|p' ^ 1 (UNAX 
6ir\ m^ J ^ -F{EF,E^,KA) (4.2.26) 
where p'^^ is the momentum of the nucleon in the final TTN center of mass 
frame and F{EF,E£^,K^, the Pauli correction factor(P.C.F) is written as 
The imaginary part of the A-self energy is parametrized as [79] 
- / m S . = C, [ff + C^ {£f + C.3 ( ^ ) ' (4.2.28) 
and is determined by the one pion exchange. This includes the two body, 
three body absorption and the quasi-elastic absorption contributions for the 
produced pions in the nucleus. 
The coefficients CQ, CA2, CA3, a, fi and 7 are given in Tables (2) and (3). 
These coefficients can also be prameterised in the limit 80 < T, < 32QMeV, 
^5 
where T, is the pion kinetic energy, as [80] 
T 
C(T^) = ax'^ + bx + c, X = - ^ (4.2.29) 
rrhr 
which is valid for all the coeflBcients except for 7, where 7 = 2^, the coeffi-
cients a, b, c are given in the Table (4). 
ii.) The intermediate nucleon feels a single particle potential influenced 
by all the other nucleons in the nucleus. This effect is known as the binding 
effect. This effect can be taJcen into account in the form of the real part of 
the delta self-energy. This effect modifies the delta mass in the medium by 
MA -> MA = MA + RCEA , (4.2.30) 
The real part of the A-self energy associated with the medium corrections 
has some energy dependence and near the resonance region where the shift 
might be more important is approximated as [79] 
KCEA = -33.0-^Mey . (4.2.31a) 
A) 
In ReEA, there will be one more term associated with the short range 
pieces of the effective spin-isospin interaction. This may be due to the ef-
fective irp meson-exchange, then one has to replace the pion potential by 
the 7r/?-exchange N -> A-transition potential. This effect can be taken 
in the form of the Landau Migdal short range spin-isospin force given by 
(^^ )^yS .S*T.T^ [78], where g' = 0.55 is the Landau-Migdal parameter. 
Thus the expression for iZe^A get modified in the following form [80] 
ileEA-^ ifeE'A = ^ S A + ^ f ^ ^ 1 g'pir) (4.2.316) 
9 \ Tlhr J 
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In the next chapter, we present numerical results and discuss them for 
coherent photoproduction of pions for differential cross section -^ from ^^C, 
^°Ca and ^^Pb. We also present results for coherent electroproduction of 
pions from the same nuclei for ^ ^ ^ ^ and ^ . 
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CHAPTER: V 
Results and Discussion 
In this chapter we present our results for coherent photo and electroproduc-
tion of pions in ^^C, '^°Ca and ^^Pb. In section 5.1, we present our results 
for photoproduction and the results for electroproduction are presented in 
section 5.2. In the numerical results presented here the coupling strenghts 
as described in equations (3.1.4) have been used except for /-y/vA which has 
been used from equation (3.3.1). Furthermore firNA has been taken to be 
constant in the present calculations. 
5.1 Coherent Photoproduction 
In Figure 5.1, we have shown the contribution frxjm different Feynman 
diagrams (shown in Figure 3.1) to the differential cross section ^ using 
equation (4.2.18), at various photon energies viz 235MeV, 250MeV, 291MeV 
and 330MeV, in the carbon nucleus. It is seen that the dominant contribu-
tion comes from the direct A term (dotted line). The next important con-
tribution is from the oj exchange term. The relative contribution of omega 
exchange term decreases as the photon energy increases. For example, at 
E^ = 235MeV, the omega contribution is about 20% which becomes 5% at 
E^ = 330MeV. The contribution of other terms remain quite small through-
out this energy range. Specifically, the contribution of A exchange term is 
about 5% while the contribution of nucleon exchange terms and p exchange 
term is quite negligible. 
The contribution of a; exchange term has some uncertainty due to spread 
in values of the QUNN which is not uniquely fixed. We have used a range of 
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8 < QuiNN < 17 [43,84] to study the effect of omega exchange. 
In Figure 5.2, we have shown the sensitivity of the cross section by taking 
three different values oig^NN i e , 8, 13 and 17. We see that the differential 
cross section depends on the values of guNN, for example, the contribution 
from two extreme values are 25% (for g^Ns = 17) and 13% (for g^NN = 8) 
at Ey = 291Mey. In Figure 5.3, we have shown ^ for vector and tensor 
couplings of u to the nucleons. It can be seen that the contribution from 
vector coupling dominates over the tensor coupling. 
One of the major aim of this work is to study the effects of nuclear medium 
on pion photoproduction. This has been calculated using equation (4.2.20) 
with ITUEA and i?eEA as defined in equations (4.2.28) and (4.2.31b). In 
Figure 5.4, we have shown the differential cross section for coherent pion 
photoproduction in carbon nucleus i.e. ^^C(7,7r°)^^C for different photon 
energies incorporating the medium effects into account. The cross section 
clearly shows sin^ 6^ dependence, which vanishes at 9^ = 0. The maximum 
of the cross section is determined by the product sin^^,(F(k — q))^, where 
F(k — q) is the nuclear form factor. We see that there is a slight shift in 
peak towards the lower pion angles. This is because at large photon energies, 
the same angle produces larger momentum transfer and hence the smaller 
values of nuclear form factor which resxilts in the shift of peak towards the 
smaller pion angles. The magnitude of the differential cross section reduces 
with a large amount by incorporating nuclear medium effects. We find that 
the reduction is approximately 35% at 6^ = 5° for Ej = 235MeV and in 
the peak region it is about 43%. This gets further reduced with increase 
in the photon energy, for example, it is about 45% and 55% in the peak 
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region at Ey= 250MeV and 291 MeV respectively. This reduction is larger 
at higher pion angles (> 60"), nearly 60% at E,y = 250Mey and 80% at 
E^ = 291MeV. 
In figure 5.5 and figure 5.6, we show the numerical results for ^ for 
^°Ca and ^Pb at Ery = 250MeV, 291MeV and 33GMey. Qualitatively the 
results are similar to those found for ^^C but the cross sections are larger and 
show a diffraction minimum. This diffraction minimum is more pronounced 
at higher photon energy as consequence of larger nuclear size. 
We have shown that the dominant contribution to coherent photopro-
duction of pions comes through the direct A exchange term. Most of the 
calculations in the literature have used a non relativistic description for A 
exhange term. This means that a non relativistic expression for the jNA 
and ANir vertices have been used while a static nonrelativistic energy de-
nominator has been used in place of A propagator. We, therefore, do a non-
relativistic calculation of the direct A term and discuss the effect of treating 
A relativistically. The nonrelativistic form of the matrix element given in 
equation (3.2.13) is derived in appendix F and in the nonrelativistic limit is 
written as, 
MA = - £ — 7 7 - ^ - 7 = — a y , r ((^L ^ qi-)-e)> in lab. frame 
m^ MAO-\/S — MA + 12 
C/JTATA C3 2 1 ((kcmXqcm)-c), in c.m. frame (5.1) 
' 2 
Here we will like to compare our nonrelativistic results with some other 
calculations in the literature [83, 97] where the matrix element is calculated 
first in the center of mass frame and then kcm x <lem is transformed in labo-
ratory frame. Here we quote the results with the prescription of Boffi et al. 
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[97] i.e. 
M + Ey 
giving 
eUNAC^2 1 M 
MA = ^ ^ ^ 1 7 ^ ^ , ; . .T./\^((^^ X <lL).e) (5.2) 
m^ M 3y/s-MA + i\M+ E^^^ ^ ' 
and Oset et al. [83] 
giving 
-^^  ^ ^ -^  = Mf^ ;;T= (^^ ^ ^ ^^^ 
eAArAC3^2 1 M 
where 
1 k + q 
V—-- 2M + E^ 
Using the matrix elements in equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) in laboratory 
frame, -^ has been calculated and the results are presented in figure 5.7. 
We find that the relativistic calculations are approximately 8—12% larger 
than the non relativistic calculations at all pion angles in the photon energy 
range 235 < Ey < 330MeV' considered here. 
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5.2 Coherent Electroproductioa 
In this section, we have presented the results for the differntial cross 
sections jrfj„ and ^ as obtained in chapter IV, for coherent electro-
production of pions in the calcium and heavier nuclei. We also present the 
results with non relativistic calculations and compare the two results in these 
calculations. 
In Figure 5.8, we have shown the result for ^'^J^^ as a function of energy 
transfer go for coherent electroproduction of pions from ^^Ca nucleus at inci-
dent electron energy Eg = 400Mey and electron scattering angle 9ee' = 30°. 
In this case also the relative contribution of various diagrams to the cross sec-
tion are found to be similar to the photoproduction results. It is found that 
the dominant contribution comes from the direct delta contribution and the 
next important contribution is from omega exchange which is about 20-30% 
in the region of % (200 < % < 400Mey) considered here. 
In figure 5.9, the comparision for j ^ , ^ , in relativistic and non relativistic 
calculations (upper curves) have been shown for the iucident electron energy 
Ee = 400MeF and at electron scattering angle Oge' = 30° for coherent elec-
troproduction process ^Ca(e, ^ir^y^Ca. The relativistic effects are found to 
increase the differential cross section by 8-12% in the low QQ energy range 
and for QQ > 270MeV the non-relativistic contribution dominates over the 
relativistic case, however, this becomes comparable for go > 340MeV. We 
also show the effect of nuclear medium on these cross sections (lower curves) 
which reduces the cross section considerably, and remove the peaking effect. 
With the nuclear medium effects the relativistic cross section always dom-
inates over the non-relativistic cross section for QQ < 350MeV and beyond 
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that these cross sections become comparable. 
In Figure 5.10, we have shown the differential cross section ^ for trans-
verse component of unpolarised photon whose energy and momentimi are 
fixed by the electron kinematics. The results for ^ as a fimction of pion 
angle have been shown at incident electron energy, 400MeV, scattering angle 
30° and energy transfer 90 = 297MeV and go = 346MeV' in figures 5.10a and 
5.10b. The nuclear effects reduces the differential cross section and broaden 
it out. 
In Figure 5.11, we have presented results for transverse component of 
the differential cross section for coherent electroproduction of pions in ^ '^Ca 
where we show the effect of relativistic effects. We find the effects to be quite 
similar to the results obtained for the coherent photoproduction case. 
5.3 Future Outlook 
We have presented in this a model calculation for coherent photo and 
electroproduction of pions in some nuclei using an effective Lagrangian field 
theory and treating the nucleons and A relativistically. We have also dis-
cussed the nuclear medium effects and the effect of treating A relativistically. 
However, the results in the present form can not directly be compared with 
the experiments as pion absorption effects have to be taken into account. For 
this, the plame-wave pion wave function used in this work have to be sub-
stituted by a distorted wave pion wave function calculated in some model. 
To study this, pion wave function can be calculated in an optical potential 
by numerically solving the Klein Gorden equation. Alternatively, eikonal or 
Glauber model calculations can be used to describe the outgoing pions. This 
we plan to study in future extension of this work. 
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As discussed in the text, we have found that uNN coupling is important 
and may play a role in describing the data better. However, there is consid-
erable uncertainty in the value of g^Nff used in the literature. Moreover, the 
values of C^i^) and CYiq^) used in the parameterisation of AA'^ 7 current is 
also not unique. A choice has to be made before applying these results to the 
experimental data available in *He, ^^ C and ^°Ca nuclei. We plan to study 
the pion photo and electroproduction on nucleons and fix these parameters 
by obtaining a good fit to these data. These parameters will then be used to 
study the coherent photo and electroproduction of pions from nuclei. 
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Table Captions 
Table (1): Density parameters for ^^C, ''°Ca and ^o^Pb. 
Table (2): Different coefficients in calculation of IHIEA as a function of 
energy in case of pion nucleus scattering. 
Table (3): Coefficients in calculation of C(r;r) of equation (4.2.29). 
Table (4): Different coefficients in calculation of ImE^ in photon nucleus 
scattering. 
• 
\ 
• U J i . o • v* 
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Table (1) 
Nucleus 
^^ C (H.O.) 
*0Ca (2pF) 
208pb (3pG) 
Cv 
1.692 
3.51 
6.3032 
C2 
1.082 
0.563 
2.8882 
w 
0.3379 
Table (2) 
Tr,{MeV) 
85 
125 
165 
205 
245 
315 
CqiMeV) 
9.7 
11.9 
12.0 
13.0 
14.3 
9.8 
CA2{MeV) 
18.9 
17.7 
16.3 
15.2 
14.1 
13.1 
CAz{MeV) 
3.7 
8.6 
15.8 
18.0 
20.2 
14.7 
a 
0.79 
0.62 
0.42 
0.31 
0.36 
0.42 
P 
0.72 
0.77 
0.8 
0.83 
0.85 
0.88 
7 
1.44 
1.74 
1.6 
1.66 
1.7 
1.76 
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Table (3) 
a 
b 
c 
CqiMeV) 
-5.19 
15.35 
2.06 
CA2{MeV) 
1.06 
-6.64 
22.66 
CAsiMeV) 
-13.46 
46.17 
-20.34 
a 
0.382 
-1.322 
1.466 
/9 
-0.038 
0.204 
0.613 
Table (4) 
E^{MeV) 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
CqiMeV) 
0 
5.5 
11.7 
14.5 
5.4 
CA2{MeV) 
12.9 
19.0 
16.6 
15.1 
12.0 
CAsiMeV) 
0 
3.7 
16.5 
21.2 
12.5 
a 
1 
0.93 
0.47 
0.4 
0.47 
13 
0.31 
0.66 
0.79 
0.85 
0.89 
7 
0.62 
1.32 
1.58 
1.7 
1.78 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 5.1: ^ as a function of pion angle (9^) for coheremt (7, TT") in ^^C 
nucleus at several photon energies E^, 235MeV(Fig.a), 2bOMeV (Fig.b), 
291MeV (Fig.c) and 330MeV (Fig.d). Dotted line: direct delta pole term; 
solid line: direct and exchanged delta pole terms; dashed line: delta and nu-
cleon pole terms and dash-dotted line: delta, nucleon and omega pole terms. 
Figure 5.2: ^ for coherent ^^C(7,7r°)^^C as a function of 0, at photon 
energy 291MeV in the nuclear medium. Solid line: g^NN = 17; dotted line: 
QuiNN = 13 and dashed line: Q^JNN = 8 
Figure 5.3: ^ vs 9„ at E.y = 29lMeV for coherent photoproduction of 
pions from^^C nucleus. Solid line with vector coupling of omega to the nu-
cleons (10) and dashed line with tensor coupling of omega to the nucleons 
(1.2). 
Figure 5.4: ^ as a function of pion angle (6^) for coherent ^^C(7,7r°)^^C, 
taking all the diagrams, at different photon energies, Ey, 235Mey(Fig.a), 
250MeV (Fig.b), 291MeV (Fig.c) and 330MeV (Fig.d). Solid line and dot-
ted lines are with and without nuclear medium effects. 
Figure 5.5: ^ for coherent photoproduction in ^Ca. Solid line: at 
Ey - 330Afey, dashed line: at 291MeV and dotted line: at 250MeV. 
Figure 5.6: ^ for coherent photoproduction in ^^Pb. Solid line: at 
Ey = 330MeV, dashed line: at 291MeV and dotted line: at 250MeV. 
Figure 5.7: ^ vs 6^ at different photon energies, E^y 235AfeV(Fig.a), 
250MeV (Fig.b), 330MeV (Fig.c), for coherent ^C(7, O ^ ^ ^ . Solid line: 
relativistic calculations, dashed dotted line: nonrelativistic calculations, dot-
ted line: nonrelativistic calculations of Oset et aJ. and dashed line: non 
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relativistic calculations of Boffi et al. Figures (d-f), same calculations in the 
nuclear medium. 
Figure 5.8: j<^^ vs energy transfer(q'o) for coherent ^Co(e,e'7r°)^Co 
at fixed electron scattering angle, 9eef = 20°, at incident electron energy, 
Ee = 400MeF. Dotted line: direct delta pole term and solid line: delta 
direct and exchanged pole terms. 
Figure 5.9: ^ ^ ^ 7 vs QQ at Oee' = 30° and E^ = 400MeV for coherent 
^°C'a(e, e'n^Y^Ca. Solid and dashed lines with relativistic and non-relativistic 
calculations; dotted and long dashed lines same with nuclear medium correc-
tions. 
Figure 5.10: ^ as a function of pion angle 6^ at fixed c^e* = 30° and 
Ee = 400Mey for go, 297MeV (Fig.a) and 346MeV (Fig.b) for coherent 
^°Ca(e,e'7r°)^°Co. Solid line without nuclear medium eflfects and dotted line: 
with nuclear medium effects. 
Figure 5.11: ^ as a function of pion angle 6^ at fixed e^c* = 30° and 
Ee = 400MeV for 90 = 346MeV for coherent ^°Ca(e,e'7r°)^°Ca. Solid and 
dashed lines are relativistic and nonrelativistic calculations; dotted and long 
dashed lines are the same calculations in the nuclear medium. 
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Appendix A 
Calculation of Tf \Mfi^^ 
A. l X)' \Mfi\'^ in Terms of the Components of Density Matrix 
The matrix element square for electroproduction is given by 
t\Mfi\'=^-^C,.M'''^ (AAA) 
The tensor product £^A1'*^ is expajided in terms of the components of the 
density matrix as 
JC^M*^ = Y: PX,X'M^'^', (A, A' = ±1,0) 
A,A' 
+Pi_iM^- ' + p.ioM-^° + p-uM-'' + p-i-iM'"^-^ {AA.2) 
Using following relations, defined in appendix A.2, 
Aw = PL, A)i = PiQ = -po-i = -p-io = PLT, 
P-i-i = Pn= f>r and p^n = /7i_i = />rr 
equation (A. 1.2) becomes, 
C^Mi^ = PLM"^ + PLTM""' ~ PLTM"-^ + PLTM^"" + fyrM 11 
+/>rrA^'-' - P L T A ^ - ' ° + />rrAi- ' ' + prA^~'" ' 
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or 
C^^M*^ = PLU"^ + prn' + PLTRT^ + f>rrn^ (A.l .3) 
where TV (i = L, T, LT^ TT) axe the longitudinal, transverse, longitudinal-
transverse and transverse-transverse hadronic response functions which are 
defined as: 
-RF = W - M°-^ -h M^° - M-^° = -2ile(M°^ - JM-^°) 
7 ^ ^ = ^ ^ l - l + ^ - l l ( A I . 4 ) 
A.2: Longitudinal and Transverse Components of the Density Ma-
trix: The density matrix px^i is defined as 
7 ^ 1 C^' (A,A' = ±,0) (A2.1) 
where, C\x> are the components of the leptonic tensor 
a^ = l^l^ + l^r^ + \g>^ {A.2.2a) 
or 
D^ = l\l{ -I- /'/i - ^^i (yl.2.26) 
Longitudinal component or zeroth component: 
AK) = PL = {^ Ax) = CC^, C = j ^ (^-2.3) 
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from equation(A.2.2) 
where 
£00 = 2E,E, + ^ = - ^ cot^  ^ = - | (A2.4a) 
(^ = -AEyE2 sin^ ^ , ^ = tan^ | {A.2Ab) 
Then 
Transverse components: 
PT = Pn = A i = E^V+ = ~~^(^=^ + ^h)*i--7^ilx + ily)) 
where 
o 2 
Ax = 2 W 2 x - Y , ^w = - | -> (A2.6a) 
>C„x = C^ = 0, {A.2M) 
Since we have chosen the xz-plane for the electron kinematics (Fig. 2.1), 
then there is no component of the lepton momentum in the y-direction. 
=> (^ = Pn = ^(Cxx + Cyy) {A.2.7) 
and 
p_l_l = £_!_! = Y:a. = ^{l^ - ilyYi^Hx - ily)) 
^^  X [^xx I *-T/y ~T f-i-^x 1'i^xy) 
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To calculate Zij and /21, appearing in equation (A.2.6), we write 
|liP = ?^x + ^L (since iij, = 0) 
in the massless limit of an electron, we find 
i i V 
' l i — '21 — 
and hence Lxxi ^yy become 
- C O . I 
2|q (^.2.8) 
^ ^ " 2 |q|2 ^'''^2 2 ' »"' ~ 2 
pT = Pn= P-i-i = 4(.4)- 1 + 
Longitudinal-Transverse Interference component 
Si 
2 
)co4; 
(A.2.9) 
(A2.10) 
PLT = Poi = £01 = X) 0^^ + = --y^i^Ox+iCoy) = —^A)2, (since Coy = 0) (A.2.11a) 
It can easily be shown that 
Poi — -Po-i = Pio = —P-io = PLT (A2.116) 
then the longitudinal-transverse interference term becomes 
PLT = -A^iEil2x+E2lix) = --^kx{Ei+E2), {since f^  = /21) 
C - g ^ c o t | £ i + £;2 
~ >/2 2 |q| 
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Writing 
we find that 
|q| |qr 
El + E2 
|q| \ |q l+;^cot^?^ = J l + 
Thus 
PUT = 
lU V 
, ^ I A 1 — T-^ cot'' — c o t — 
2 VV2|qPy ^ |qP 2 2 
9^ C ^>/cTe 
2v^e 
Transverse-Transverse Interference component: 
v ^ 
1 
= -^[{lx + ily){l. + ily)\ 
(A.2.12a) 
(A.2.126) 
Prr — P-\i — L'-n — 2^ '_*+ — V2 
— _ [i^xx *-^y I ^*-T/x I **^x»J 
2 2 
,2 ^ / 
cot - , UqlV 
2 2e 2 V2j^j 
— ~ilxi' lx*2x 
Prr = Pi-i = P-u =?!i=ir^ Ut=^ (A.2.13) 
A.3 Virtual Photon Polarisation Density Matrix 
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The transverse and longitudinal polarisation vectors of photon defined by 
the equations (2.2.19) and (2.2.20) are given by, 
where /?y are the components of virtual photon polarization density matrix, 
defined as 
[note that the cartesian components of /?„• are defined with an extra factor of 
— T^ , as compared to the spherical components as defined in equation (A.2.1)]. 
The cartesian components of the leptonic tensor, Cui J^yy are defined in 
equation (A.2.9) and other components are given by 
|qr 
H^xz = ^zx = kzl-ix + hzhx {A.ZA) 
(since there is no component of q along y-axis i.e. hy = hy = 0). we have 
E2 l2z = -n(EiCosei-E2) (A3.5) 
we find that 
^"~ 2 Iqp'^ "^  2' 
£'i£^sin^i 
L'xz = l-'zx = r i j [J^l - E2) 
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- ' ' " c o t * ' l + ^cot^'4 2 |q| 2 \ j . | q | 2 — 2 
Then the components of polaxisation density matrix are written as 
(A.3.6) 
2|q|2 
•sy 2 
- 9 
2|qP 
2 1 
cot 
ei 
Using Pxx, Pyy and p^a in equations (A.3.1) and (A.3.2), we find transverse 
l + ^ c c t ^ ^ (A3.7) 
and longitudinal polarisation vectors in the following form 
e = 1 - 2 ^ tan^ 4 
- 1 
ei = — 2 ^ 
9o 
(A.3.8) 
r 2 
In terms of these polarisation vectors the components, Pi{i = xx,yy,zz,xz) 
of the density matrix, axe written as 
Pxx = -T: 
11+e 
21 
_ 1 ei 
Pyy ~ 2 ' ^^* ~ 1 _ g 
— = - r ^ f ^ = - T ^ p ¥ 5 (..3.9) 
The virtual photon polarization density matrix is defined by [8], 
pvirtiuU — 
Pxx Pxy Pxz 
Pyx Pyy Pyz 
Pzx Pzy Pzz 
Pvirtual — 
1 - e 
2 0 - v ^ ^ 
- / 
0 i ^ 
ei,(l+f) 0 
0 (A3.10) 
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For real photon, there is no longitudinal polarization prameter(e£,). If it 
travels along z-axis then density matrix pij has only x,y components, and for 
a linearly partially polarized beam of relative strength (1 — e) and (1 + c) , 
p is given by 
PrecU = 
2 " 
0 
0 0 
\=1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
(^.3.11) 
For the unpolarized photon i.e. 6 = 0, tan^/ = oo =>• ^i = TT, which 
corresponds to backward scattering defining the lepton Breit frame. In this 
process only spin flip transitions produce spin-1 photons. K the leptons are 
unpolarized then there is no net photon polarization. 
Relations between the components of the density matrix and po-
larisation vectors: 
The transverse and longitudinal polarisation vectors defined in equation 
(A.3.7) are related to the components of the density matrix (defined in section 
A.2) by the following relations, 
PL = -9^ ll 
PT = 
PTT = 
2 1 - : 
2 1-e 
) ^ 
q'^qoyJ^LJl + e) 
(A3.12a) 
(A.3.12&) 
(A.3.12c) 
(A.3.12d) 
A.4 Matrix Element in center of mass frame 
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For simplicity, we first do the calculation of the matrix element square in 
the hadron Breit frame. In this frame, the lepton momenta li and I2 have 
the following components 
(^1,2)^= 6 ^ ; ' 'cos^sin<?i, / ' 'cos^sin</i , i ^ ^ s i n ^ j (A4.1) 
with 
I'' = ^^^-J-cosec (I) (^.4.2) 
where, h stands for the quantities in the hadron Breit frame (Fig. A.4). 
In this frame the components Ly are written as 
Coo = 2^ 01^ 02 + 7 = 2 0 " ) ' + y = - y cot^ ^ 
£ —01 ] — 
XX — ^iilx''2x n — 
£,yy — 2llyl2y ~ ~^ ~ ~ ~^ 
1 + COt^  ~ COS^  0^ 
H-cot^-;|-sin^(^^ 
„2 ah Q 
Cox = JCXO = IVQITX + ^11^20 = ~ IT c o t —COSeC— COS <f>Tf 
Zi 4J £1 
There will not be any contribution to £ ^ other than these, since the only 
contributions to Cfa,M'^ comes from the symmetric part of M'^ which con-
tains gftv term and tensor formed by p, k, q. As we have taken the dfrection 
of q along z-axis then there will not be any component of p, A;, q along the 
y-axis and hence 
/Aoy + A^ j/O = -Mxy + M.yx = 0 
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Thus 
The Lorentz transformation from the hadron Breit frame(0,0,0,9'') to the 
center of mass frame {q^, 0,0, |q*|) acts in the z-direction and leaves un-
changed the transverse components, therefore 
and 
since 
we get 
7 = 
|q1 
^ / ^ ^ ^ yf^ ^^ 
Qo 
JQ — . 'J-
9o 
Thus 
Q*o 
M* and M^n = 
Qo 
M: 
Then C^uM'^*' in center of mass frame becomes 
{AAA) 
V > l ' - = - ^ c o t 2 | '^(-$,M^\Ml + coe'ico^<^. 
- M 1 + cot^ ^ sin=^  (t)„ J M*y - — cot -^cosec-^ cos cj)^ V=^ {Ml, + Ml,) 
or 
2 £ ^ = ^ • ^ - + -^^^^ (2 + cot^ I ) - ^ M L cot^ 'f + — , - - " - - cof^  -f cos 2<t>. 2 
+ (X*^ + A^* J ^^^-^COSeC-j- cot -;^ COS 0, 
9o 1 2 . 
(A.4.5) 
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In hadron Breit frame <]^ = 0 and q^^ = — q** then e becomes 1 + 2 tan^ -^ 
Since c is invariant under Lorentz transformation from h.b.f to c.m.f. or lab. 
frame, and hence can be used to obtain the angle 6^ from the quantities 
measured in the h.B.f.. 
Using 
el" 1 -
tan^ ^ = 
2 2e 
, cot' 
e^ 2e 
1-e cose 
A 1 + 6 q' 
cr— = :; and €L = —-of 1 - e g^ ^ 
we get 
'^ 1 — e + eiM* + *^^e c o s 2(I>T, 
'^"t^-'^^^aTTiyco.^. (>1.4.6) 
(Fi^.A.4J 
Q ^ 
Appendix B 
Differential Cross Section for Photoproduction in c.m.f 
The differential cross section for photoproduction of pion from nucleon 
i.e for 
liq) + Nip)--, 7T{k) + Nip') ( R l ) 
can be written as 
i27r)'S'ip + q-j/-k) d'k d^p' ' 
^\q\E,+ \p\E,) (27r)32^,(27r)32£;p,^'^' ^"^"'^  
In center of mass frame 
p* + q* = 0 = p'* + k* 
which means that 
|p1 = |q1, |p'1 = |k1 (5-3) 
Then 
4i\q\E, + I P I ^ ^ ) = 4\q*\iE, + E,) = 4|q*| ^ i , (B.4) 
where, y/s = W = Ep + Ey, is the center of mass energy. 
Integrating equation (B.l) over the final momentum of the nucleon and 
using equation (B.4), we find 
^ = ^?^rjr ^ \ M^'^*^(^ -E^- E.) GATT^y/s E^Ep>\q*\ 
or 
"^  = ii^^l"*!'''!''*!''"'^*"'-^--^'' <^ -^ ' 
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Prom the delta function, we have 
On differentiating it with respect to |k*|, we get 
d|k*| ' '\Ep. EJ 
Using this relation in equation (B.5), we find 
Taking e^  common from X)' 1^1 p, we get the final expression of the dif-
ferential cross section for photoproduction in center of mass frame 
This is the differential cross section for photoproduction of pions by real 
photons with flux, Ft = 1. 
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Appendix C 
Relations between Isoscalar, Isovector, Dirac and Pauli Form Fac-
tors 
The isoscalar(S) and isovector(V) form factors of the nucleons are related 
with the Dirac and Pauli form factors by the following relations 
i^iT^=i^i':2 T i^2 (c . i ) 
FVom this relation we find that 
Fi^ + Ff = 2F[, F^ + F / = 2Fi 
Ff - F^ = 2F^, Fi - F^ = 2F2" (C.2) 
The form factors defined in equation (3.2.4) are for the production of the all 
charge states of pions. 
For TT" production (r„ =73) firom the nucleons the factors defined in equation 
(3.2.5) become 
Then the form factors of equation (3.2.4) for (7*p —> 7r°p) are written as 
i^=\nF^^Fr\=/°Ff, /:=\nF^+Fn=/^^i (c.3) 
we find the relations for the reaction (7*71 -> 7r"n), 
I?=\nF^+Fn=I'FT, If=\nFi+rn=/"/^ 
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Combining the above relations we find 
ir = i: = l'Fi' = x\T,XiFr, N = {p,n) (C.5) 
For sake of completeness we also write the form of the form factors for the 
charged pion production. 
For TT"*" production i.e. for j*p —> Tr+n reaction, we have 
P> = y/2x\r.Xi = r 1^ = 0 
using these relations, we obtain 
/ f = \nFf + F^] = / -F f = V2xyxiFr 
If = \l-[Fi + F^] = I-F^ = ^/2x\r.XiF^ 
lu = InFf - F^ = I-F^ = y/2x)r.XiF^ 
lu = InFi - F^] = I-F^ = V2x)T-XiF^ (C.6) 
For 7r~ production i.e. for 7*n -> 7r~p reaction, we have 
I^ = y/2x\T^Xi = -I- 1^ = 0 
using these relations, we obtain 
I^ = ll'iFf - Fn = I'F- = y/2x\T^XiFJ' 
If = \l''^i - Fn = 1"!^ = v^xJr+X.i? 
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i: = \nFi + F^ = I'F^ = x^xJr+Xi^ 2 (C-7) 
Prom equations (C.6) and (C.7), we find 
IF = I^ = y/^x)r^XiF^ 
Is = In = ^x\T^XiF^ (C7.8) 
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Appendix D 
N—>• A Transition Current 
The Rarita Schwinger field equation for massive spin-| particle is given by 
{i^,dr - M^)^^{x) = 0 {D.l) 
with the condition 
y'^^(x) = 0 (D.2) 
These relations give rise to an additional equation 
a^ >if^  = (f-q/^ = 0 (D.3) 
The Rarita Schwinger spinor u^(P, -SA) satisfies the momentum space equa-
tion 
(7.P'' - MA)U^(P, 5) = 0 {DA) 
with 
P^u^ = 0 , -fuf, = 0 (D.5) 
The N-^ A transition current is given by 
< A{P)\J^\N(p) >= u\P,S)Ox^u{p,s) (D.6) 
O^ has the form of a tensor which may be constructed from the following 
parameters 
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Using the four relation 
9^ = P " - p** 
we chose {Y, P'*, q*^) as variables. Thus the general form of the tensor O^f" 
is written as 
Oxt, = Agx^ + Bqxj^ + CqxPf, + Dqxq^, (D.7) 
where A ,B ,C ,D are constants. 
Applying the current conservation 
q^Jf' = 0 =^ 9^0^" = 0 , 
we obtain 
A = -{B/i + CP.q + D(^) (£>.8) 
Then O^^ is given by 
Ox,, = B{qxj,, - gx^^/i) + C{qxP,, - P.qgxf,) + D{qxq,, - gx^iQ^) 
Writing 
-S(9ATM - 9x,i/i) = BYi9px9nu - 9pu9x,i)q'' 
C{qxP,, - Pq9x,,) = CP^igpxg^^u - 9pu9x,i)q^ 
D{qxq,i - 9x^9^) = Dq''{gpx9,w - 9p^9xn)q'' 
Then the form of O^ becomes 
O^" = ( B T , + CP. + Dq,W^g>^ - g'^g^)qp 
We define the constants such that they make the dimensionless form of the 
current, then resulting form of the N-> A transition current is given by 
<A(P)|Jj7V(p)>=«^(P)| ^Y+^P^+^p" {gpx9^-gp.gx^)q'7,^u{p) (D.d) 
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Appendix E 
Matrix Element For Coherent Photo and 
Electroproduction of Pions 
The matrix element for coherent pion electro and photo production from 
the nuclei in s-channel (Fig. 3.1a) and u-channel (Fig. 3.1b) processes are 
given by 
771, 
My, = 
E«r(p') 
j:^ip') 
,,,i±A^U^,^^^^^' 
- M 2 2M 
- /i + M 
afj^^j Ur{p)if (E.la) 
Ur{p)r {E.lb) 
where, rf = e^ for photoproduction 
and rf = 1^ for electroproduction. 
For the coherent process, we write the spinors in the rest frame of the 
nucleus in the following form [95], 
Mr(p) = i> + M 
«r(p') = «r(0) 
yj2M{E + M) uM 
y/2M{E' + M) 
$:«r(o)«.(o) = i±:^ 
{E.2a) 
{E.2h) 
{E.2c) 
Thus, the matrix element for nucleon pole term in s-channel process becomes 
Ms{s) = egifNN E«r(0) ^ + M.. , ( ^ + ^ + M) 
T ^ r 
"^ 2M 
2M -If^h S - M 2 P^W)'f + '-^^<^Qu 2M 
10i 
or 
Mnis) = ^MT^-^-^Tr [(1 + To)(/i' + M)j,M^+ A + M) 
rrh s 
[F^ (9')r + 2M a'-qA % 
Similarly for u-channel nucleon pole term, 
M^iu) = 2MJ^-
m^ u — M"^ r r [ ( l + To)(i^' + M) 
[Fr'{<^)'f + ^ ^ ^ ' ^ 9 ^ } i ^ - ^ + M)j,/cj r?. 
where 
\22M2M2) 2M2M2j 
Using the standard trace techniques, we find the matrix element for electro 
and photo production of pions from s-channel and u-chaxmel nucleon pole 
terms, 
where, AN{i = s, u) are given by. 
AN{S) = %MT GQvNN 
AN{U) = S,MT 
and 
m^ s 
eg^NN 1 
M2 
m„ u - M 2 
(E.3) 
(EAa) 
{EAb) 
The matrix element for coherent photo and electroproduction of pions in 
t-channel processes (w- and p-exchange terms) are written as, 
^9vNN9v7n 1 M{y=w,p){t) = 
m^ t — my 2 T,^ip') 7^ + T71i7<^ ''/?(*; - 9)/J «r(p) 2M 
ie'^^^'n^ik - q)xqc 
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or 
we obtained the following form of the matrix element, 
Mv{t) = Av{t)ie'"^Vf^kxq. (^-6) 
where,v4v(i) is given by, 
m , t - m^ 
(2M - E^ + ^ , ) + 2J^{i - p.(A; - g) 
V 
+{E^ - E^){E^ - E^ - M)}] {E.7) 
In case of delta pole term in s-channel and u-channel processes, the matrix 
elements are given by 
MA{S) = ^ ^ ^ E«r(p')^'A,AO^V(p)77^, {E.8a) 
where, A^^ A is the relativistic Rarita Schwinger delta propagator which is 
given by, 
'^^ ^ = p2-JWi + zTMA 1 '^^ ' " P"'^' ~ iMl + 3MA 1' ^^ -^ ^ 
and P, is the delta four momentum. O^ ** is the effective jNA vertex given 
in appendix C. Using these in above equations, we find 
v^ 
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MA{U) = 2 M ^ G/TTNA 
M 
rriTt u — M\ + iVM/^ 
^4 p, , ^ 
M2 "^ M^' Q^g^hb 19cx - gT^ rTA 3M1 + 3MA J /^^  
Using the trace algebra, we find an expression of the matrix element for 
s-channel and u-channel delta pole terms, 
M^ii = s,u) = AAii = s,u)ie^'*^''r}^kxqcr (£;.io) 
where. 
AA{S) = 8MT 'C3_f^NA\ ( 1 M m^ ) [s-M^^ + iMAr^ 
^(s + Ml + 2MMA)-l(l + ^ ){P.k + P.q) + q.k + P.kP.q 
ml 
{E.n) 
AA{U) = SMJT 
^M m^ j\u-Ml-¥iMAT) 3 
M \ ,_. . _. . . k.qP'^ - P.kP'.q 
[{u + Ml + 2MMA) 
- ( l + ^ ) (P'.k - P'.q) - q.k + Mi 
{E.12) 
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Appendix F 
Matrix Element in Non Relativistic Limit 
The matrix element for electromagnetic 7iVA-vertex is written in equation 
(3.2.15) where O^^ is given by 
OAM = (^'^ + ^^^ -^  ^^"j ^''-'''^ - ^^ 5^ )^ '^ '^  (F.l) 
This can be written as 
QV (JV (JV 
75 {F.2) 
Using P' = P-{-p, this can be written in the following form 
Ox^ = [aiigx^^+pxq^) + a^igx^iMl - M^) + P A ^ ) + O.Z{9M.{M^ + M) + P A 7 ^ ) ] TS {F2) 
where 
In the matrix element, the Rarita Schwinger spinor «** for spin-| A particle 
is written in terms of the spinor ^"(0, S) in the rest frame of the A in the 
following form, 
«' '(P,5) = L t ( P ) > ' ' ( 0 , 5 ) (F.5) 
where La (P)(J is the boost operator for spin-| particle which is factorized in 
terms of the boost operators for spin-1 and spin - | particles i.e. 
Ll{P)t = L^PYX^{P) (F.6) 
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with 
L\pr. MA 
E. 
-Pi 
P' ^ A 5 J - ^ 
(F.7) 
and 
L 5 { P ) M ( 0 , 5 ) f J^ A + M A 
2 M A 
1 
a.P 
(F.S) 
E^ + Mi, 
Using equations (F.6-8) in equation (F.5), we get 
1 
^.^p,s) = ^^^L^in^ ... 5 t > 5 (F.9) 
where ^5 is the spin wave function of A in the A rest frame and 
Using u^{P, S) and the nucleon spinor u(p, s') a nonrelativistic reduction of 
equation (F.3) can be done. Such a calculation has been done by Weber and 
Arenhovel [92]. Keeping the lowest order terms in ^ and ^ and retaining 
the only dominant magnetic dipole term the following expression is obtained 
for 7A'^ A matrix element in an arbitrary frame, 
<AiP,S)\J\Nip,s)>=etl;s — ^^A^T ]Gt,1 S X Xs 
where the magnetic dipole form factor is given by 
•AN G^T = 2(a-26), G g f = 4 a 
(F.IO) 
(F.l l) 
where 
1 M 
a = -[ai((MA - M) -I- OJCMA + M ) + CSKA/A - M), b= —03 
2 ^ 
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and 
' =i+ ,^ ^ = i-^ (^.12) fiAN M M A ' MAAT M MA 
In the magnetic dipole dominance, G^ = 0 => a = 0. This condition leads 
to a relation between C^ ajid CY given by [91,96] 
Using these relations we get an expression for 7A'^A-matrbc element, in the 
nonrelativistic limit, 
< A(P,S)\J\N{p,s) >= 4 F^sA Xs (F.U) 
where F^ATA is the 7ArA-vertex given by 
eCl 
MA 
F^TSTA = ~~j^{'^ ^ Q)-^> ^^ ^°^- ffame (F.15a) 
TA 
(S X q).€, in cm. frame (F.156) 
M 
Also the matrix element for the vriVA-vertex is written as 
< A(P, S)\J\N(p', s') > = -ll^u\P, S)kxu(p', s') (F.16) 
Using u^{P, S) from equation (F,9) we obtain an expression for the -KNA-
matrix element, 
< A{P,S)\J\N{j/,8') > = rPs^ F^NA Xy (F17) 
where FxiVA is the TriVA-interaction vertex which is given by, 
F.ffA = - ^ ^ S . ( k - - ^ P ) , in lab. frame (F.lSa) 
m,r M A 
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F^NA = — - — S . k , in cm. frame (F.lSb) 
m^ 
Therefore the matrix element for the delta exchange diagram (Fig. 3.1g), 
in the nonrelativistic limit, is written as 
MA 
and D{E) is the energy denominator given by, 
DiE) = >A - M A + z^ (F.20) 
Using equations (F.15) (F.18) and (F.20) in equation (F.19), we get 
Mt^ = g ^ ^ ^ ^ r- I, T E (S^ X q-e) S . ( k - - ^ P ) , in lab. frame (F.21a) 
m^ MA V S - MA +^^S -^A 
= f^ ATA ^ _ ^ ^ y2 (St X q.£) S.k, in cm. frame (F.216) 
m^ M V5 - M A + t | Y 
Summing over the spin of the A and using the identity. 
Si Sj = -Sij + iSijkSk 
we get an expression for the matrix element in nonrelativistic limit. 
MA = J -1=—TT—-rr o(ki,xqL.e), in lab. frame (F.22a) 
m. MA V S - MA + i^ 3 
^ ^ [ ^ r A T A ^ ^ — w , -r oC^WXcUm-e), in cm. frame (F.226) 
m, M ^ S - M A + I V S 
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